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Roadmap

How might 
we finance 

it?

What’s 
happening 

on the 
ground?

What 
works?



Which social services produce 
better health and save dollars?

- housing for chronically homeless individuals
- integrated housing and health care for 

homeless families

- Women, Infants and Children (WIC)
- home-delivered meals for older Americans

- case management with home visitation by 
registered nurses for low-income individuals and 

low-income, first time moms

Highlights the wrong pocket problem.
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High Profile Results Since Then



“What pays?”  “For whom does what pay?”

Return on Investment

High Need 
Patients

Low Need 
Patients

2

0

ROI = 1

SDOH #1
(ie. housing)

SDOH #2
(ie. transportation)



Insight from Corporate Social Responsibility 

The “morality pays” 
argument easily results in 
the opposite belief: 
“morality has to pay.” 

Michael Asslaender, 
PhD and Stefanie Kast, 
Making the Means to 
an End? (2018)



National Trends Incentivizing SDOH Investments



Evidence Exists for Various Integration Models

Traditional Health Care Sector

Screen and Refer

Offering 
Individual 
Social Services

Programmatic 
Partnership

Co-Location 
of Services

Health + Social 
Hubs



Community-Based 
Organizations 
Response



Three
Emergent 
Themes 

Health care and CBOs have different 
timelines, target population, ways of working

CBOs perceive policy as moving the right 
direction  

CBOs position themselves to partner with 
health care
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Codes

• Talking/measuring their work in terms of health

• Hiring health care staff/board

• Creating service-line menus

• Conducting grant-funded research pilots, interest in developing 
evidence base

• Creation of umbrella/hub orgs and other forms of consolidation

• Various iterations of partnerships (letters of support, 
interpersonal relations, some contracts) 

…we are changing our metrics. We’ve gone from 
pounds of food…more towards healthy meals. When 

we do that…our numbers change and it’s going to 
take a while for people to understand…that pounds 

doesn’t really capture what we’re doing.
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[Health Centers] all have different strengths and 
infrastructure, so when we offer this three prong 
program, we do it as a menu of options. We say, 

“Hey these are the three things that we can 
offer you, where are you guys at?”
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Lantz, P. The 
Medicalization of 
Population Health: Who 
Will Stay Upstream? The 
Milbank Quarterly. 2019.



Castrucchi and Auerbach, Jan 2019



Coalitions, galore!

?

Skilled 
Nursing

Job 
Training

Home 
Health

Health 
care 

(etc)

Rehab

Centers

Housing



• Conceptualize SDOH investments as 
public goods

• Propose a new financing model, 
wherein stakeholders confidentially 
“bid” on what SDOH investments 
would be worth to them

How can we fund all of this?



The Basic Idea
St

ep
 1 Assess cost of 

intervention

St
ep

 2 Bidders 
confidentially  
bid on how 
much the 
intervention is 
worth to them

St
ep

 3 Broker sums   
the bids

If sum of bids 
exceeds cost of 
intervention, 
GO!

Could do 
this at 

multiple 
scales



Setup

• TAs identify key stakeholders

• TAs and stakeholders identify TB

• TB convenes stakeholders

Select 
Intervention

• TB, TAs, and stakeholders review evidence on salient SDoH deficits

• TAs produce projections of ROI for one or more interventions

• Stakeholders select intervention

Bid

• With TA help, TB solicits bids

• With TA help, TB assigns Ps to each stakeholder

Implement

• TB and stakeholders select and contract with a vendor

• Vendors implement 

• TB oversees implementation

Reconcile 
and Rebid

• TAs help TB and stakeholders reconcile data and facilitate rebidding for year 2

12 Step 
Process



Simplistic Example

Suppose cost of an SDOH intervention = 180
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Stakeholder Value of 

Solution

Simple Cost 

Share

Net 

Value

Tax or Side 

Payment

Net Price 

Health 

Insurer

110 60 50 30 90

Hospital A 40 60 -20 -20 40

Hospital B 50 60 -10 -10 50

TOTAL 200 180 0 180

The “magic” of VCG is that each Net Price < Value, so that self-interest drives, 

and will perpetuate, the solution



Or, Better Yet

Suppose cost of an SDOH intervention = 180
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Stakeholder Value of 

Solution

Simple Cost 

Share

Net 

Value

Tax or Side 

Payment

Net Price 

Health 

Insurer

110 60 50 40 100

Hospital A 40 60 -20 -25 35 

Hospital B 50 60 -10 -15 45

TOTAL 200 180 0 180

The “magic” of VCG is that each Net Price < Value, so that self-interest drives, 

and will perpetuate, the solution



Next Steps

▰ Led by Len Nichols at George 
Mason, 1-yr feasibility study funded 
by a coalition of funders.
▰ Series of webinars to teach the concept to 

interested communities this summer
▰ Site visits to pressure test concept with 

coalitions and teach model in more depth 
in Fall/Winter
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Looking forward to the conversation to come. 
Contact: ltaylor@hbs.edu, @LaurenTaylorMPH
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